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m popham+ 
is a collection 
of handcrafted 
luxury pieces 
for the home

by popham design 
in Marrakech



For 12 years, Caitlin and Samuel 
Dowe-Sandes, founders of the 
contemporary concrete tile company 
popham design, have called Marrakech 
home. For many of those years, they 
dreamed of developing a collection of 
luxury handmade products for the home 
to complement their tile collection. Finally, 
the stars have aligned and the hard work 
has paid off. popham design is proud to 
debut a capsule collection informed by 
the artisanship of Marrakech and beautiful 
materials like brass, leather and stone, all 
imbued with a degree of playfulness.



Backgammon is one of the world’s oldest 
board games, dating back some 5,000 
years to Mesopotamia. This set is a 
personal ode to a favorite table game. The 
playing board is constructed of popham 
design signature handmade Backgammon 
concrete tiles set in a brass-clad frame. 
The thirty plus- and circle-shaped playing 
“checkers” are individually hand-cast 
and polished in our atelier in Marrakech, 
as are the leather-lined dice shakers. 



MATERIAL concrete, brass, leather
SIZE 49 x 43 x 4 cm
COLORWAY 1 icicle, peacock, milk
COLORWAY 2 emerald, kohl, milk 
COLORWAY 3 fog, flamingo, olive
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With slashes of brass cutting across 
its white surface, the Cube Light has 
a warm, ethereal glow when lit, and 
doubles as a stool, or a side table. 
Each of the cube’s five visible faces 
has a different inlay, reminiscent of the 
tesseract for you Wrinkle in Time readers. 
Useful and handsome. And yes, a bit 
heavy. The marble is quarried in the 
Atlas Mountains of Morocco. Given the 
variation in veining, color and pattern of 
the stone, each cube light is unique.



MATERIAL marble, brass
SMALL SIZE 20 x 20 x 20 cm
LARGE SIZE 40 x 40 x 40 cm



These golden eggs are sculpted from 
1mm brass and come in three sizes – 
small, medium and large. Hung solo or 
in a hen party, they give a soft, ambient 
glow wherever they are installed. The 
sconces are made entirely by hand by 
our team of popham design artisans 
in Marrakech. Twenty hours goes into 
the production of each golden egg.





MATERIAL brass
FINISH available burnished or polished
SMALL SIZE 40 x 25 x 10 cm
MEDIUM SIZE 46 x 29 x 12 cm
LARGE SIZE 52 x 33 x 14 cm



The hexagon is one of our favorite shapes 
and this brass table is good company in 
a living room or office. Rugged enough 
to use as a stool for party overflow or to 
hold a stack of coffee table books. The 
brass catches the light and reflects its 
surroundings. A useful hand-hold allows 
the table to be moved around as you like. 

MATERIAL MDF frame clad in 1mm brass
FINISH available burnished or polished
SHORT SIZE 46 x 40 x 40 cm
TALL SIZE 46 x 40 x 45 cm





Nothing provides a nostalgic lift like a 
turn on a swing. This popham design 
leather swing takes advantage of the 
leather know-how of Marrakech artisans 
to bring an elegant saddle maker’s 
finesse to the balancoire. Made of 
tanned, braided leather with generous 
brass ring handholds, the swing has a 
steel cable skeleton to accommodate 
fans young and old. This is a swing as 
perfect for the branches of an ancient 
oak as strung from exposed beams in 
a downtown loft. Up, up and away!



MATERIAL leather, brass, steel cabling
SEAT SIZE 20 x 40 cm
CORD LENGTH 250 cm



These handsome brass pentagon 
stools are happiest in pairs – tall and 
short – and won’t shy away from work 
as side or coffee tables. Flexible is 
their middle name. The stools are 
constructed of an MDF shell clad in 
1mm brass. The cladding and polishing 
is the work of our in-house brass team. 
Handmade start to finish in Marrakech. 



MATERIAL MDF frame clad in 1mm brass
FINISH available burnished or polished
SHORT SIZE 50 x 31 x 36 cm
TALL SIZE 50 x 31 x 46 cm



First designed for the popham design 
boutique in Paris, inspired by our plus-
patterned tiles, the plus lights have been 
tweaked over the past few years. The body 
of the plus is brass with slashes cut into 
the sides to allow light to leak out. When 
affixed to a wall, there is space behind 
the plus so that the escaping light frames 
the plus shape. Crafted entirely by hand 
by our popham design brass team.





MATERIAL brass
FINISH available burnished or polished
SMALL SIZE 30 x 30 x 7 cm 
LARGE SIZE 40 x 40 x 9 cm



Drawing from Moroccan tradition – 
particularly the irregular patterns of the 
Beni Ouarain rugs – popham+ rugs are 
imbued with character both graphic and 
organic. The inaugural collection focuses 
on abstractions of the popham design 
signature SPLINTER pattern. A pentagonal 
hand-knotted rug is available in luscious 
wool-silk, and a rectangular flat weave is 
available in cotton or wool (shown at left).



FLAT WEAVE MATERIAL wool or cotton
SIZE 2.44 x 3.05 m, 8 x 10 ft

HAND-KNOTTED MATERIAL wool-silk
SIZE 2.74 x 3.35 m, 9 x 11 ft
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